The Swiss CONICA Group develops, produces and sells innovative joint-free flooring solutions made from
polyurethane and epoxy resins. We are one of the global market leaders and driving forces of innovation in
the field of high-quality sports and functional floors. Our systems lay the foundation for outstanding
achievements and records in sports and games as well as for technically decorative high-end solutions in
industry, parking, retail, educational and healthcare facilities and residential construction.
We are strengthening our international team:

Sales Expert Flooring 100% (m/w/d)
Malaysia/Singapore/Hong Kong
WHAT DISTINGUISHES YOU
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

You’re a born salesperson or you have the incentive to become one
You have experience and regional networks in sales of b2b systems
You are a specialist in closure-oriented sales of sophisticated systems
You speak English fluently; further language skills are welcome
Your quality standards are high, and your hands-on mentality makes you stand out

WHAT WE EXPECT FROM YOU
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

You will advise customers and sell our products, systems and solutions
You will actively support and develop our regional customers
You will accurately identify relevant projects
You will provide comprehensive and professional advice to all stakeholders throughout the entire sales
process
You inspire new customers for CONICA and turn them into fans

THIS IS WHAT WE OFFER YOU
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

The opportunity to prove and develop your sales skills
A versatile and independently challenging task with great creative freedom
A modern, dynamic and results-oriented company
Flat and transparent structures
Great development opportunities
A demanding and encouraging mentality

We are very interested in your application documents. But paper can wait. Can you convince us of your winning
personality? Can we inspire you with our products and motivate you to achieve “sporty” top performance?
If you are ready to become a part of the CONICA family, email us your application today, at
career@conica.com

CONICA AG
Strategic HR/Talent Management
career@conica.com
Industriestrasse 26
8207 Schaffhausen
052 644 37 33

